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Антоніна Аністратенко, Антоній Моїсеї. Измерення поетики та генеалогії альтернативної історії (АІ) як явлення літературного процесу. Цель статті – визначити, як специфічні жанрові комплекси та стилістичні маркери, образи метажанрів АІ, ідентифікуються як субжанри альтернативної історії в українському та американському літературних зв'язках.

Методи дослідження. Для представницьких змін метажанрових комплексів АІ використовуються описальні та порівняльно-компаративистські методи; також змістова вивчення альтернативної історії та субжанрів АІ питається прийняти за основу для вивчення уроків національної історії та створення проектів національної історії.
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Introduction. The concept of alternative history (AH) as a phenomenon of the literary process in Ukrainian literature is outlined in the field of neo and postmodernism, therefore it is connected with the 70s-90s of the XX century and the first decade of the XXI century. Like samples of AH works, like works have been known as phenomena since the beginning of the XX century. Published both in mainland Ukraine and during emigration (for example, V. Vinnichenko “The Solar Machine”, 1920, M. Tchaikovsky “For the Power of the Sun”, 1918). In historical science and fiction, the desire of a person to change something in history to return it to the right direction is realized with increasing frequency. First of all, the writers have figured out that by understanding the logic of events, especially at a certain chronotopic distance, one can successfully create projects of historical events of past epochs. With the help of this method, it is possible to reconstruct a national history particularly well. Therefore, the first attempt took place in 1889 in American literature.

Historiography and sources of the issue. The historical gaps and moments, that have most interested foreign writers, mainly belong to the history of wars and breakthroughs of the century, as well as to the history of Christianity. On the other hand, the works of AH in Ukrainian fictons, as a matter of practice, relate primarily to the national history (often political) and relate either to the times of Kievian Rus and the Christianization of Ukrainian lands (I. Bilyk "The Sword of Ares", "The Funeral of the gods", "Do Not Irritate the Griffins", V. Vlado "The Descendants of the Scythians"), or to the XIX – early XX century. O. Irvanets Rivne-Rovno”, Ya. Yanovskyi "The Valley of Belvedere”, Yu. Shcherbak The Time of Deaths", M. and S. Dyachenko "Vita Nostra” and, of course, the defilvada – series of three novels of V. Kozhelyanko.

The term alternative history (AH) describes a meta-genre of literature that is a combination of fictional and historical stories and a historiographical description of events, historical figures, preceding a fantasy story. These "allohistorical" narratives are presentational by their nature, the bottom line of which is "What will happen if?..". To act as a reflection, AH can use the property of collective memory. In some national literature, such as Ukrainian, Polish, for instance, it functions as a comment on current or past social and political conditions.

The meta-genre of alternative history has three main positions. They appear to determine the level comparison of American and European literature samples of this genealogical formation. They are the following: firstly, the story completely should match the recorded historical and geographical truth to the bifurcation point. In other words, a classic alternative history can not be based on Crypto-History, hypothesis, fiction, but as the background of history can be as folklore or mythological heritage of the nation or the known ancient culture; secondly, these historical figures should play a leading role in story line events, especially in the political context; thirdly, the basic storyline must relate to the history of a certain human community or civilization on the planet Earth to the bifurcation point.

If the author uses a storytelling method with a parallel world or virtual reality, this world must be identical to the real civilizational space before the bifurcation point and, which is not less important, must differ significantly after it.

The ambivalence of this metagenre (being on the edge...
between fiction and historical prose) is that it differs from science fiction by a plot and is formed on the matrix genre of the historical novel in the same way as based on a fantastic view.

One of the most important factors in the definition of AH is that American literary studies work with alternative history as a subgenre of science fiction, although it considers its literature the founder of this genealogical formation, while European studies – consider AH as a metagenre. This is the reason why AH appears as a metagenre in this study because the metagenre is universal enough for comparative analysis of samples of various national literature. If a peculiar formation in the world literature obtains the status of fixing its subformations, we can call it metaformation in a global sense. This is an amazing story of the genre's formation and its transformation into a metagenre. It produces active sub-genres in the context of creating new samples, and, meanwhile, this formation exists conditionally, and is rarely named in literary or critical works, and is seldom indicated in the annotations to fictional works. For example, the novel by O. Menshov "The Third Tertiary" is marked as the retro-detective genre, V. Kozhelyanko's "Terorium" – as a political joke novel, A. Afanasev's "The Last Warrior" – as an adventurous novel, V. Vinnichenko's "The Solar Machine" is described as "the largest contribution to the Ukrainian science fiction of the 1920s" and "the largest and most complex science fiction work", although all these works, having specific genre palettes, belong, according to the architectonic and facile formula, to the metagenre of AH.

The special study "The Concept and Current State of Alternative History" presents a more detailed diagram of the transformation of AH from genre to metagenre. The role of the European myth in spreading the alternative historical method in the Humanities delivers.

The main statement. The genre plan of the historical novel successfully functions for works of alternative history. An alternative that displaced history appeared in the field of historicism. The emergence of the historical novel is connected with the revival of historical prose in the middle ages, the modification of the novelistic structure of the narrative and the transformation of historical literature in the classical prose tradition from a mythological parable to an epic genre, recently – in the canonized genre of the novel either. Historical prose is an original genre of facts, scientism, and style combined and based on the principles of poetics. This point of view was put forward by O. Abramovich and connected it with the historical basis of the genesis of the novel. Due to the establishment of a totalitarian regime in Europe and such a common thing as rewriting history in the XX century, historical events not only of antiquity but also socio-political changes witnessed by a single generation are reformatted in numerous sources. In novelistic prose, mythologems and numerous layers of stylization appear as mechanisms of an alternation. The movement towards generalization has given history the intermediary role between philosophy and religion: it has been transformed into a secular religion. Therefore, its relationship with the church has become ambiguous. History has been replaced by Divine Providence as it was able to explain the course of things, but at the same time history continued to be associated with God (unmittelbar zu Gott), there has always been something sublime for rational historical reconstruction. Wilhelm von Humbolt compared history to art, which includes not only an imitating of an image but in immersing oneself in an idea based on the form of an image.

Therefore, we can conclude that the metagenre formation of AH itself has spread over the course of a century to separate genres and varieties and assigned different schemes of other genres, including canonical ones, such as the historical novel, adventure, detective novel, chronicle novel, and science fiction.

Volodymyr Smyrniv in the monograph "Ukrainian fiction: historical and thematic review" provides a chronological bibliographic description of the historical development of our fantastic literature. It is interesting that the history of Ukrainian fiction he led since 1903 and submitted works written before 1999. In the list of fiction works, there are alternative history novels that, unfortunately, are not marked by the author as AH, but are included in the list of science fiction and fantasy (it should be noted that these genre formations are also not separated by V. Smyrniv). The countdown of competitive science fiction in Ukrainian literature has been conducted since 1921 – the time of writing "The Solar Machine" by V. Vinnichenko. The genre characteristic of the "Solar machine» draws special attention in the monograph: "Readers enjoyed the fruitful plot of the work, perceiving it as an adventure story, a detective novel, an intriguing love story with several love affairs and erotic scenes, a psychological and philosophical novel, social and political satire – and, of course, as a science fiction novel. All these genre varieties are connected by a science fiction topic–the invention of the extraordinary machine..." 23. Highlighting genealogical layers of the novel from a somewhat confusing list of characteristics of the work by V. Vinnichenko, we can see fantastic, adventurous, detective, philosophical, satirical components. However, one of the most important layers of the genre matrix of the novel – historical, or rather – alternative historical-remains without attention. Yet, after analyzing the plot of the novel, the specified component pops up: "V. Vinnichenko presents the invention of the solar machine at the end of the first part of the novel, and devotes the previous pages to a detailed description of the political, social and economic situation of Germany."

So, we can observe how V. Smyrniv proves the AH formula for building up a novel: the real story plus the fantastic element (bifurcation point) equals the alternative storyline.

So, from the work belonging to the subgenre "N genre + element AH" the path of AH in Ukrainian literature begins, which dates back to the 1920s. Meanwhile, in American literature, dating is quite clear and associated with post-postmodernism. M. Schneider-Mayerson in his article "What almost happened..." clearly indicates the year of the emergence of the AH genre: "1995 can be considered the year of the birth of alternative history as a genre" (Schneider-Maerson, P.63) 4. Then M. Schneider-Mayerson explains such a clear boundary of the emergence of the genre by extra-literary reasons: "Despite the fact that hundreds of texts can be retroactively added to the list of alternative stories, the version of literary

1 Smyrniv V. Ukrainian science fiction: historical and thematic overview; translated into English, Kharkiv: Machulin, 2019, P. 67 [in English].
3 Smyrniv V. Ukrainian science fiction: historical and thematic overview / Vlolodymyr Smyrniv; translated into English, Kharkiv: Machulin, 2019, P. 72 [in English].
counterfacts that came into force in the early 1990s was not fully recognized as a genre until science fiction reviewers as Steven H. Silver, E. Lipper, and NASA scientist R. B. Schmunk established the literary award «Sidewise Awards for Alternate History» for achievements in writing works of alternative history in 1995».

Though E. Lipper and T. Shippey would not agree with M. Schneider-Mayerson to be honest. They wouldn’t like to swap an alternative history into a literature shuttle which was launched with the help of writer’s award from XX to XXI centuries. There is no doubt that a genre genesis belongs to the mid-twentieth century. Whatever features it might possess in American literature, the presence of a large set of works that have received the attention of publishers, readers, and literary critics is indicative of this. T. In the monograph "Hard reading: learning from science fiction" Shippey tries to combine the chronicle of American literature science fiction with literary analysis. This would help the reader to successfully interpret works of science fiction. Speaking about the time when the AH appears in American literature, Shippey says the following: "Still, what all this goes to show, I hope, is once again that sf is serious, even when it is being playful. These are all major issues, and it may be only the long prosperous afternoon of Western society post-1950 that has prevented them from becoming more contentious. The six essays after this one all in their different ways are connected to the same subject. The next two are on the issue of the cultural contest, the two after that deal with ′alternate history′, and the last two look at a particular type of ′alternate history′, the ′world where magic works′, considering also the relationship between magic, religion, and science". – T. Shippey makes an introduction to the classification of alternative history in American literature. So there we deal with the year of 1950.

The difference in their subject-object orientation makes the main obstacle to comparing these classifications. It is possible to overcome the difficulty though.

The classification of American alternative history is based on the whirligig of the literary process. That is the main focus of the difference in subject-object orientation. The starting point here is a certain work of some author and it is its characteristics that automatically serve as a model and the next template of the genre matrix. It is worth considering what kind of author and work it is despite all the contrariety of the approach and its justification. And this is about 'Citizen of the Galaxy' P. Heinlein. who is known to be a brilliant writer and his extremely well-structured work. He is famous for being not only "self-employed", but also effectively working for the literary time and genre. The role of "Citizen of the Galaxy" is multidimensional and not obvious: we face not just entertaining reading material or a humanistic mission to expand the boundaries of readers' thinking. R. Heinlein builds up a non-linear spatial and temporal model of history for the reader, winning the reader's heart and darkening the mind at the same time, encouraging people to lose the sense of time-space, and later, in the next generations, the ability to see the forest for the trees, that is, by writing history to see the whole history itself." Within the plot of Citizen of the Galaxy itself, this play has a very obvious function: it is an attempt by the dictatorial 'Grandmother', who runs the ship, to involve Thorby in her society's mythology and make it impossible for him to get away.

So, the first point in the classification of American AH combines prose works. They belong to the subculture of neomythologization of history in its broader sense of "history" (history in general) and narrower meaning - "story" (the narration of the work). One can mention "World of Difference" by G. Tarklava, D. Brin "Thor Meets Captain America", G. garrison "A Transatlantic Tunnel, Hurrah!".

One must understand that as an artistic device a repeated mythologization does not work in AH compositions of this type. It namely works as an idea and goal for implementation, which gets higher to the top more than an adventure story and will serve as a guide for the author and reader: [Heinlein is aware of all these falsities, and indeed uses the play to make them ironically clear. He is aware also of the tendency of most human societies to rewrite history in conformity with their current self-images]. The images change over time, along with new political and social trends, so history is rewritten again. Such a critical alternative towards national or global history is considered in historical science as a lack of a historian, an attempt to intrude on the sacred truth, and the steady-as-a-rock facts. Nevertheless in fiction, the lack becomes a creative room for non-standard thinking and analysis implementation, which allows us to reveal the secrets of real history.

The next type of AH in American literature, described by T. Shippey, comes into view owing to the idea of doubt of progressive development of history. It was followed by the theory of a stair-stepping development of mankind history in general and national history in particular. The author of the classification makes the connection between these views up-to-date which is effective enough for creating AH samples. "The tension between the two views is seen in the rich history of works about time travelers who return to change the past. The most famous of them are, perhaps, "Lest Darkness Fall" by L. Sprague de Camp 1941 p.a." Shippey also refers a very similar to de Camp’s novel the work of M. Twain “Yankees from Connecticut at the court of King Arthur". It was written 52 years earlier and it belongs to the second point of the classification of AH works. Besides the conclusion about a different functional role of the time travel method in the works of alternative history, we also update a new one, much more distant from the declared one by M. Schneider-Mayerson in 1995, namely, 1889, the year of writing the novel by Mark Twain «A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court». However, the novel by M. Twain was criticized of monoculturalism in the political worldview. Although all of these details are all related to extraliterary factors. If we compare the invariant of American AH, presented for the first time in the novel by M. Twain, we are talking about cryptohistory in Ukrainian and Western European literature. It is indicated in the monograph of T. Shippey as a pseudo-history ('Whig history').

The next invariant of AH in American literature is interpreted by T. Shippey as an "alternate universe". It can be correlated with a European concept that is also characteristic of Ukrainian AH, like – metahistory. One can observe the invariant in the alternative American fiction, in the novel, written in 1951, by M. W. Wellman "Twice in Time" and in the

---

7 Ibidem, P. 70.
8 Ibidem, P. 71.
9 Ibidem, P. 74.
The last type of American AH, which is described in the monograph "Hard reading..." is associated with the expression in belles-lettres AH of the individual role in the history of civilization. So at the ideological and thematic level of the work, the tension is caused by the opposition of individualization and society. The search for a new poetics is not in the plane of postmodernism, but in traditional American trends like new journalism, history, quick news (gotic), a combination of sociality (factuality) and fictionality in the American dimension (fabulation). There is no clear analog of the European and Ukrainian political novel of AH in the American classification of AH, but "fabulation" actually takes the same place as a political utopia with an alternative historical structure of the plot in our literature.

Another invariant of AH in the American literature of the mid-XX century is the alternative "parallel world". This variety includes a large text corpus, in particular, the one by K. Dick "The Man in the High Castle" (1962), H. Harrison “A Transatlantic Tunnel, Hurrah!” (1972), W. Moore "Bring the Jubilee" (not translated into Ukrainian) (1953), R. Garrett, “Too Many Magicians” (1967). Shippey says, "The point is, however, that all these stories also have their very potential to modern concepts of history, and are attractive to us at least partly because they show us how we might be too different if subjected to a different set of social pressures" (Shippey, p.84).

In comparison to the classification of Ukrainian and European AH literature, the American parallel world correlates with historical fantasy (historized fiction). This AH invariant has the critical difference between the actual described history and alternative one after the bifurcation point. There are a lot of options for layering genres, plot construction, arts media, and galleries of imagery in literature.

The concept of alternative AH is an important phenomenon for literary criticism and theory. It is more closely to the method and way of artistic expression of the object of literature comprehension and reproduction. Not a parallel world, but an alternative one in the philosophical and philological terminological base affects the further interpretation of concepts. Without a clear definition of the term, it will be difficult to combine the phenomena of the outside language reality in the practical comparative analysis of genre and style characteristics of AH sub-genres.

Therefore, in modern literary studies, the genre is associated with a formal phenomenon preferably. This is established in many theoretical and literary works, in particular, as follows: O. Bloom, J. Derrida, M. Bakhtin, D. Zaton'skyy, N. Nalivaiko, P. Nich, M. Bradford, etc. Hence, "the form is always well-founded by something. In the ontological meaning, the form is not entitled to the status of a sustainable thing. Although, it is determined by the logical chain that unites the design and creation of real integrity, an objective-subjective symbolic monade. Its aim is our minds and our response" according to O. Chernyshka in the monograph "Arguments of the Form", a theorist of literature in Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University. So, we see that genre and forms are the concepts from one series. Their content and logic have to comply with the terms of the content plan. In practical discourse, metagenre, genre and subgenre will balance on the border of content and form, taking their place as a "viewer" in the quantum theory of the microworld.

The metagenre in literary studies has a huge semantic set of meanings. Authors like O. Burlina, Yu. Podlubnova, B. Ivan'kiv considers metagenre as some extra derivation so far. It is more closely to the method and way of artistic expression of the object of literature comprehension and reproduction. Not a consolidated sub-genre formation though. All the combined direction of the theoretical studios relating to the question of metagenre is based on the interpretation of M. Bathin, by the way. He outlines metagenre as established set of specific means of artistic world modeling. Consequently, "the metagenre blurs the traditional understanding of the genre, λύει goes into a different system of theoretical understanding" – he points out in the monograph "Scores of Text and Spirit" O. Raritsky. Partly agreeing with this interpretation, we should pay attention to the pragmatic aspect of differentiating the genre and metagenre. This issue is covered in the "Lexicon of General and Comparative Literature": "metagenre is a popular genre characteristic that determines the typological similarity of..."
various genre forms. The concept of metageneric is used in modern literary studies when it comes to large varieties of fiction. They are known to create their own genre modifications which later become independent genres.

O. Stuzhuk, the author of one of the first Ukrainian science fiction studios, outlines that it is fair to emphasize the development of genre modifications by the metageneric education. "Metageneric is a peculiar system of genres with several characteristic features". The term metageneric is used in the suggested study just in this very narrow meaning.

It is worth noting that due to the rapid growth of the corpus of novelistic prose in the late XX–early XXI century, there was a practical need to mark new samples. They did not fit the existing theoretical scheme of the species and genre division of artistic works at that time. That is why the concepts like "intermediate genres", "subgenres", "overgenres", "undergenre" emerged. They were difficult to conclude in a certain hierarchy. Since the concept of metageneric appeared, the levels were concluded as follows: metageneric, genre, sub-genre (from more general to a specific one).

The definition of the genre by N. Bernadaska can be served as a basis. A genre is an artistic concept as a whole. Where features like dominant (a set of features that cover different levels of the work – from compositional to linguistic) and variable (a system of flexible and changeful elements of the structure) interact. When an artistic genre is a set of dominant (i.e., level) and variable (i.e., changeful) features they are known to create a genre matrix, forming their connections in a certain clear sequence – structure. The genre changes into a subgenre if the total number and quality of the dominant features of the work decreases and the influence of the variable ones increases. The subgenre is a genealogical formation that arose through transformation or modification of the genre.

Conclusions. Overall, it may be said: a metageneric is an overgenre genealogical formation. It came out based on several genre matrices of source genres. The metageneric actively produces literary samples and assist as a base for branch subgenres.

In the second decade of the XXI century, each of the subgenres of AH can function as a full-fledged musical genre. However, it turns out that it is more practical to choose a scheme like "N genre + element of AH" in applied discourse. Taking into account the dynamism of the plot, the valence of genealogical schemes and specific art media used by the writer to implicate the ideological and thematic plan. On the other hand, the combined genre requires a lot of writer's attention and skill to create a well-structured text, an edited structure of the novel and bright genre images and characters. For example, to implement the combined genre of the novel "The Third Tertiary" (a retro detective novel of AH), O. Menshov had to do some things. He had to introduce a separate epistolary publicistic superstructure with a large list of actors, to implicate a reader as one of the characters of the specified separate storyline and measure out the text of the main storyline detective in approximately the same text volume. This requires writer's cultural experience and excellent writing skills. Especially when the historical canvas of the novel superstructure is not related by its topic to the basic plot framework.

A polish writer Ya. Dukaj also used the mentioned above way. He resolved the situation of artistic detail and the ultimate combination of detective, historical, adventure, and fantasy genres into a single receptive unit at the expense of a descriptive design expressed at the textual level. The volume of the novel was over 1200 pages.

The implementation of the formula N genre + element of AH genre goes beyond fiction limits. On the other hand, the modern novel also goes beyond the artistic means of prose and is partially on the battlefield with its opponents: a fiction and journalism.

Аністратенко Антоніна, Мойсей Антоній. Визначення метагенія в літературному процесі. У статті розглядаються основні характеристики субжанрів альтернативної історії, їх стиль, метагенерів маркері, загальні і специфічні риси сюжету. Тут представленний метагенір альтернативної історії (АІ) як основна гендерна формація, яка виводить власні піджанри з підбічними та різними маркерами, що означає нову ступінь Мета статті – визначити, як спеціальні жанрові комплекси та стилістичні маркери, що утворюють метагенір АІ, ідентифікуються як субжанри метагеніра альтернативної історії в українському та американському літературних вимирах. Методи досліджень. Для представлення класифікації субжанрів АІ використовуються описові та порівняльно-зіставні методи; для їх аналізу та розподілу, для вдосконалення класифікації генологічних та стилістичних елементів субжанрів АІ також застосовується порівняльний метод та аналітичний принцип. Висновки. Можна зробити висновок, що метагенерів формата АІ з часом була розділена на окремі субжанри та різновиди і прийняла різні схеми оповіді від інших інформів, особливо канонічних, таких як історичний роман, фантастичний роман, детективний роман, ухроні, та фентезі. Альтернативна історія стала надзвичайно підірваним джерелом для відновлення впливу міфології в Європі, зокрема східної. Альтернативна історія та субжанрів АІ намагаються подолати сакралізацію історіографії та зробити клюєн-метод компонент історичній картині світу альтернативним. В американській літературі альтернативна історія відіграє роль відбувачів національної історії та створення проекцій майбутнього.
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